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Abstract: Design for sustainability needs to apply a societal perspective. The purpose of this paper
is to combine the concept of design fixation with higher levels of analysis. Design fixation is used
to describe a blind adherence to known concepts during the design process. It is used mostly at
the micro level of design with the focus on the activities of an individual designer or a group of
designers. In this paper, design fixation gets conceptually lifted to the levels of the organisation and the
institution. We ask how the understanding of design fixation helps to achieve higher resource efficiency.
Examples of organisational and institutional design fixations are presented. A System Dynamics model
is used to simulate the impacts of design fixation on resource use of a sociotechnical laundry systems.
Applying this lens suggests that in order to solve societal design fixations, systemic parameters like
infrastructure, business models, or policies need to be considered design parameters. The simulation
results show that high-level design fixations can have significant impact on resource use.
Keywords: design fixation; design for sustainability; system dynamics; sociotechnical systems;
systems perspective; environmental sustainability

1. Introduction
Decreasing resource use and the emissions of human activities to sustainable levels is one of today’s
major challenges. A considerable amount of research has focussed on understanding how to make
products and services more resource efficient [1,2]. Yet, when applying a systems perspective, it becomes
clear that many of society’s needs are not just fulfilled through direct use of products and services
but rather through a sociotechnical system (STS) in which products and services are embedded [3].
An STS consists of interconnected material objects such as infrastructure and products, as well as the
services and legal systems necessary to provide the desired functionality. Given that technical systems
are always embedded in organisational and social contexts that interact [3], improvements in product
and service are an essential requirement, but not enough and deep and systemic changes are needed in
STS for a sustainability transformation.
To tackle this problem, the features of an STS with the systems perspective, such as interactions
and interdependencies between the system elements, have been indeed found increasingly relevant to
tackle the sustainability issue over recent decades [4]. For instance, the Product/Service System (PSS)
notion emerged due to the benefits of addressing products and their related services as one system [5].
Additionally, sustainable business models gained attention because not only product and service
characteristics but also organisational and supply chain aspects etc. are important to environmental
performance [6]. An even larger level of analysis has been applied in Olsson [7] or in Kanda, et al. [8]
where the STS lens is used to identify potential for wider environmental improvements by combining
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technological and non-technological factors. Known characteristics of STS that make them difficult to
reshape eventually towards more sustainability are lock-in and lock-out effects, path dependencies or
knock-on effects [9,10].
Applying design thinking [11] on such a high level as an STS to design or redesign an STS in the
sustainability context is not common in the literature on design for sustainability to date. However,
it will uncover the interplays on the STS level and help us scrutinise the constraints, preconditions
and assumptions that are usually brought down into element design (such as PSS and business model
design) as a translation of the interplays. For instance, a leasing regulation that was found to limit a
product-as-a-service business model from being designed for improved resource efficiency [12] could be
investigated in the sustainability context. Addressing the interplays as design parameters is often a lost
or unrecognised opportunity. To fill the void of holistic problem solving, design thinking [11], which has
gained popularity and is built upon various scientific design theories, has potential. Among others,
this unexploited potential could be clearly explained and further discussed by introducing the concept
of design fixation to the level of STS. Design fixation refers to blind adherence to a set of concepts,
limiting the output of the conceptual design process [13–15].
This article is motivated to improve designing at the societal level, i.e., deciding the characteristics
of an element of a system or the whole system in ways that lead to adaptions of the dominant
unsustainable STS towards less resource use. A product developer, a business model developer, and a
policymaker are examples of designers. This is in line with Gero [16], who states, “Designers are
change agents in society. Their goal is to improve the human condition in all its aspects through
physical change”. Looking at the current literature, design fixation was analysed mostly at the micro
level of design, i.e., with the focus on the activities by an individual designer or a group of designers
in one organization [15]. Design fixation is with important significance to many fields of design [17].
However, little knowledge is documented about phenomena corresponding to design fixations in the
meta level of organisations. Such knowledge as to the “whats”, “whys” and “hows” will be highly
useful to improve STS designing. Interestingly, many of the remedies and the factors shown above
are not directly applicable to STS design, although some are potentially applicable. In this article, we
recognise the importance of design fixation for the sustainability challenge and therefore lift the design
fixation concept from the individual to higher levels of analysis.
This paper aims to contribute to the literature of design for sustainability. The research objectives
of this article are threefold. First, the concept of design fixation available in the literature is applied to
higher levels of design, and its greater understanding is obtained for the above-mentioned unexploited
potential for sustainability. Second, real-world solutions in the case of clothes washing are presented
and analysed from the STS perspective to uncover opportunities and hindrances in designing them.
Third, several concrete missed opportunities are quantitatively estimated in environmental terms.
These are expected to shed light on the underexplored potential for improvement in designing an STS
with decreased environmental impacts. The following research question is formulated:
How Could the Understanding of Design Fixation Help to Achieve Higher Resource Efficiency of an STS?
The remainder of this article is organised as follows: First, Section 2 introduces the two central
concepts of this paper, STS and design thinking, with a focus on design fixation. Then, Section 3
presents a conceptual framework that extends the design fixation concept from the individual to higher
levels of analysis. Next, Section 4 presents a case study of a sociotechnical laundry system in which
the environmental impact of design fixations is simulated. Following that, Section 5 works out the
contributions of this approach and relates the work to other fields. Finally, Section 6 concludes the
article and points at avenues of future research.
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2. Background
2.1. STS—Sociotechnical System
There are multiple bodies of literature contributing to STSs. The various theories each have a
different focus on what predominantly determines the evolution of an STS. Historically, research on
STSs originates from the question of how the work environment affects human performance, such as in
coal mines [18]. According to Hughes [19], elements of an STS can be categorised into physical artefacts,
organisations, scientific research, legislative artefacts, and natural resources. In general, much research
on STSs focusses on the relationship between society and technology. Similarly, in the theory of large
technical systems, the relationship between actors and technology determines how systems develop over
time. The actor–network theory sees that actors are more important in determining the development of
STSs [20], whereas transition theory sees that STSs are determined through societal regimes [7].
Geels [21] defines STS “as the linkages between elements necessary to fulfil societal functions”
(p. 900). Transformations of STSs are dynamic processes that occur on three levels: the niche, the regime
and the landscape level. On the niche level radical innovations emerge, the regime level includes
the set of rules represented by institutions that structure the STSs, and the landscape level comprises
exogenous long-term aspects such as demographic trends, or climate change [22]. Within this three
level-concept, design thinking seems to have potential to contribute to the niche and the regime
level. This perspective suggests that society and technology co-evolve. It entails a broad research
scope where STSs serve as a unit of analysis. In this line of research, there is also consensus that a
main challenge is to understand how the STS components interact and how system change affects
sustainability [23]: also, there is a common understanding that system complexity stems from feedback
loops, self-organisation, and system hierarchies [23]. STS changes are a function of the interactions
between technology, economy, institutions, human behaviour, as well as culture [23]. Burk [24] argues
that STSs are the result of power struggles, and the interest group with the greater political power will
be most impactful on shaping an STS.
The multi-level perspective is suitable to investigate societal systems such as urban
transportation [7] or domestic heating [20], and how its components are interlinked. When thoroughly
investigating, for example, the resource use of a product to obtain effective and efficient interventions,
it is necessary to look at the product, the related services, consumer usage, material sourcing, production,
and end-of-life operations in an STS. Advanced analyses may even compare various business model
configurations and or policy changes when taking a long-term perspective.
We employ the STS as a unit of analysis for design fixation on the institutional level as described
below. We narrow our scope to system components that are most relevant for the estimation of the
environmental impact of specific consumer behaviour, such as lifecycle aspects of products and services,
population dynamics or consumer behaviour.
2.2. Design Thinking and Its Application to Sustainability
Design thinking applies the principles of design to a broad set of challenges [25]. Finding creative
ways of solving problems is an important part of it, as well as integrative and holistic types of thinking.
Two famous examples of great design thinking are Thomas Edison’s light bulb and Apple’s iPod.
Both examples are not just about a product but an entire eco-system around the product that makes
it much more enjoyable [15]. Design thinking is about finding out the real needs and capabilities of
people, also known as human-centred design. Typically, it is necessary to step back from a given
problem and try to understand the real issues first. Design thinking first seeks to understand the
problem and then finds a solution at a later stage [26]. Prototyping and participation with problem
owners and divergent thinking are also key notions of design thinking. Thereby, design thinking is apt
to solve so-called “wicked” problems. Some principles of design thinking, such as experimentation, [27]
have been reported to be part of many developments and designs of sustainability-related STSs [27,28]
or in urban environments [29].
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The ideal design thinking process is often described as an iterative process with multiple steps.
The Stanford way of design thinking is framed into five stages: emphasise, define, ideate, prototype
and test [30]. Norman uses similar terms, namely, observation, ideation, prototyping and testing [26].
A different way of seeing the design process is dividing it into two phases—finding the right problem
and finding the right solution (the Double Diamond model of design). Yet another way to define the
phases of design thinking comes from Brown and colleagues, who talk of the three innovation spaces of
inspiration, ideation and implementation [25]. In the first stage, the designer needs to understand the
problem at hand. The real underlying problem can be different from the apparent problem, and the
designer needs to be quite certain that she/he understands the real problem. This step requires gathering
data from the problem owners and an in-depth knowledge of the problem. Next, the second phase is
about finding the patterns that are causing the problem, while the third phase requires formulating
design principles that help to incur the right kind of behaviour among the target group. In the fourth
step comes the prototyping phase, where something tangible is embodying possible solutions. Finally,
the fifth phase is about testing and potentially starting a new iteration of the whole process [30].
As an example of research applying design thinking to a real-world challenge, Cole, et al. [31]
discuss design thinking in the subject of the built environment and argue that the benefits of design
thinking include a stronger theoretical framing by expanding the scope in the space dimension, that is,
widening the boundary focus of a building from its site to the neighbourhood [31]. This framing
is expected to help identify opportunities for synergistic interactions with other elements beyond
the design object at hand. The hallmark of design thinking is that it brings in an expanded view to
problem solving and points at several intervention points that could be missed otherwise. Similar
thinking evoked through the systems perspective has been highlighted in literature such as industrial
ecology [32] or industrial symbiosis [33].
Previous works have applied design thinking to the sustainability challenge. Clune and Lockrey [34]
use a mixed approach. First, they applied an LCA to understand the areas where the underlying system
of an elderly care centre caused the highest environmental impacts (i.e., the first diamond of finding the
problem). In a second step, they found alternative practices through creative design thinking methods
that supposedly helped to substantially mitigate the environmental impact in terms of the reduction of
carbon emissions over a ten-year time frame (i.e., the second diamond of finding the solution). The result
was a mix of new social practices and technical (e.g., energy usage) and organisational (e.g., procurement
processes and planning) measures that alleviated the environmental impact from multiple angles [34].
This approach is an example where a wider perspective, in this case, an organisational perspective,
was used to design an intervention that improved the environmental performance to a much larger
degree than a purely technological solution could have done. A similar direction has been taken by
Kanda, Sakao and Hjelm [8] who looked at environmental benefits that emerge when applying a large
technical systems perspective. Geissdoerfer, Bocken and Hultink [6] adopt design thinking to enhance
an existing sustainable business model innovation process by supporting the creation of additional
value and including more stakeholders of relevance. Bocken et al. (2019) apply user-centeredness,
participation, and experimentation to find creative ways to make business models more sustainable.
Shapira, et al. [35] point out that while design thinking was very useful in fostering creativity and
holistic solutions, it does not inherently support sustainability. The authors suggest a “sustainable design
thinking process” which particularly included steps focussing on sustainability issues. Their method
was presented in a generic form and broadened the design thinking perspective from mainly
human-centred to a long-term and systems perspective [35].
What the above-mentioned examples all have in common is they extended their scope in order to
find superior solutions with a lower environmental impact. Yet, even though the existing research
applies design thinking for the sustainability challenge, little research has been found that aims to
identify opportunities for better design on an STS level.
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2.3. Design Fixation
Design fixation is an established concept in engineering design (see origins in [13]). Famous examples
come from descriptions of large companies like Rolls-Royce and Sony, where design fixations lead
to substantial delays in the product development of turbines or the CD players, respectively [36].
Design fixation is a critical barrier in the ideation stage for creating potential concepts towards design
solutions, and thus it is to be avoided in implementing design thinking, where creativity is highly
embraced. A classification of design fixations is available [15]: unconscious adherence, conscious
blocking, and intentional resistance.
Unconscious adherence is, for instance, a phenomenon where designers commit to the concepts
that they think of first without realising other concepts [37]. Conscious blocking, which also corresponds
to the so-called “curse of experience” [15] or cognitive entrenchment [38] in other disciplines, may
occur where experience leads to the development of decision rules, heuristics, etc. This may allow
for quicker solution finding but at the same time may lead to a problem framing from this body of
knowledge and may hamper the generation of new ideas [15,38]. Intentional resistance is a kind
of nostalgia where previously successful designs are favoured over new ones, which may also be
risk-averse behaviour [15]. This arises from a certain short-term bias where new developments or
investments are not given enough time and are discarded before they can evolve. Historical examples
may be the non-adoption of the metric system in America or holding on to outdated technologies [15].
The other categorisation of design fixation is conceptual versus knowledge-based fixation;
the former refers to the situation where a single design concept is considered for a solution, while the
latter refers to where knowledge only within one area is used [15].
Design fixations may occur for different reasons. In planned obsolescence [39], product developers
deliberately choose shorter-life components to maintain or increase the income from selling products,
which may be classified into conscious blocking. Further, concerning knowledge on requirements,
engineering designers tend to focus on technically specified requirements [40]. This may also lead to
unaccepted products due to their failure to consider unspoken customer needs that are widespread in
marketing, which in turn may correspond to knowledge-based fixation with unconscious adherence.
Methods for preventing the various types of design fixations were summarised in a literature
review [15]. A timely warning to consider all options is suggested for unconscious conceptual fixation [41],
and including physical prototyping materials during the conceptual design to inform of phenomena in
different domains is a possible remedy for unconscious knowledge fixation [15]. For conscious blocking,
short breaks are considered useful [42]; also, design training methods, for example TRIZ [43], are possibly
effective, and computer-assisted design is beneficial [44]. Intentional resistance is left with no known
conceivable remedy but interdisciplinary cooperation, creativity exercises, or changes in beliefs [45].
Regarding practice in industry, based on interviews with expert designers, Crilly [46] categorised practices
into five factors that discourage fixation: teamwork with other designers, systematic design methods,
facilitation by experts, making of computational or physical models and expectations by clients.
As briefly reviewed above, design fixation was mostly analysed at the micro level of design
and mainly in an industrial or manufacturing context, i.e., focusing on the activities of an individual
designer or a group of designers in one manufacturing organisation. Considering the importance
of the systems perspective and the STS, applying the concept of design fixation and its associated
knowledge to the higher levels is expected to create useful insights in the sustainability context.
3. Conceptual Framework for Design Fixation in the Sustainability Context
Whereas design fixations on the individual level are established, two new levels of design fixation
are proposed here, organisational and institutional design fixations. Even though most empirical
studies on design fixation have been conducted on industrial or mechanical design [47], it seems
reasonable to extrapolate the concept and apply it to higher levels of analysis.
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3.1. Design Thinking to Overcome Design Fixation
Design fixations are a bias to prior solutions or known concepts, whereas creativity is about
producing novelty and usefulness [48]. In this paper, while acknowledging the existence of tested
methods to overcome design fixation on the micro-level [47], we assume that the ability of design
thinking to elicit creativity is a promising way to avoid and overcome design fixation. We premise that
designers who apply design thinking are less susceptible to design fixations.
3.2. Distinction between Limitations and Fixations
It is important to distinguish between design fixations and limitations. Fixations are a form of
blind adherence to existing concepts, which limits the possible outcomes of a design process [15].
The causes of a design fixation are controllable by the designer. As mentioned above, there are tools to
overcome some of the design fixations.
Design limitations, on the other hand, are constraints that reduce the number of possible designs
without the designer’s controllability. They are preconditions given to the designer, for example,
regulations, customer requirements, or supply chain limitations. One of the widely known examples of
design limitations is found in remanufacturing. Third-party remanufacturers typically cannot change
the designs of the cores they are dealing with and therefore face certain limitations. For instance,
even if they find an improvement opportunity by changing the physical structure used, they cannot
do so due to no access to the control of the design nor even to the design information of the entire
core [49]. Even original equipment manufacturers are limited (timewise) to re-design anything after
the cores return. This is supported by the common knowledge that the design (of products) for
remanufacturing—based on the idea of “strike while the iron is hot”—is important [50]. Note that
some opportunities exist for a third-party remanufacturer such as software updates, replacement with
components with other functionalities; however, limitations exist regarding the extent of improvement
compared to the freedom given to designers of the products [49]. The difference between design
fixation and design limitation is depicted in Figure 1.
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3.3. Individual Level
In design for sustainability, few publications report research on conceptual fixations on the
individual level. For example, Collado-Ruiz and Ostad-Ahmad-Ghorabi [52] showed fixation effects
and reduced creativity on designers by provided environmental information through experiments
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The usefulness of this limitation–fixation dichotomy lies in its potential to increase creativity.
A designer ought to carefully investigate whether he or she blindly adheres to known concepts. Once a
design parameter is identified to be an object of a design fixation, better solutions can be found.
In this work, we refer to three levels of design fixation and design limitation. We suggest that
design fixations are only preconceived constraints of the design space that can be overcome, whereas
design limitations actually constrain the design within the design space.
Figure 1 shows a multilevel design space model. Design has a fractal characteristic; a designer
faces level-specific fixations and limitations. In addition, design decisions on a higher level impact
those on a lower one.
3.3. Individual Level
In design for sustainability, few publications report research on conceptual fixations on the
individual level. For example, Collado-Ruiz and Ostad-Ahmad-Ghorabi [52] showed fixation effects
and reduced creativity on designers by provided environmental information through experiments
with university students. This research implies the possibility of the importance of providing relevant
information avoiding fixation effects. This article aims to address the design of an STS, and hence,
more conceptualisation is maintained for Sections 3.4 and 3.5.
3.4. Organisational Level
3.4.1. Need to Combine Domain Expertise and Design Thinking
Individual designers may meet both conceptual and knowledge fixations (Youmans, 2014).
The latter may be especially relevant in industrial settings because design for sustainability requires
knowledge in different subjects that each individual designer hardly covers comprehensively: a product
designer is often responsible for specific components or aspects, and has acquired the expertise needed
to solve technical issues with the components or aspects. Domain expertise is argued to lead to less
flexibility in problem solving and idea generation [38]. However, other knowledge is required to
achieve solutions from a holistic or lifecycle perspective, e.g., from resource depletion or ecotoxicity.
Therefore, recent research has argued the need for an expert as a relevant knowledge holder to
efficiently realise design for sustainability [53]. This need for a staff of a more generalist nature, with a
holistic perspective, is common for the heavyweight product manager that is claimed to be a key role
for higher quality products built by original equipment manufacturers in the traditional automotive
manufacturing business [54].
Concerning conceptual fixations, Bjorklund and colleagues point out that in large industrial
organisations with a dominance of employees with engineering backgrounds, the lack of design
thinking awareness “boxes in” designers, making it hard for them to succeed internally with their
ideas and designs [55]. Moreover, design thinkers are often spread throughout an organisation,
without a strategic bundling of these design resources. This lack of “wide design” may confine
design thinking work to the operational level [55]. Towards a solution for knowledge and conceptual
fixations, the authors interpret the methodology suggested by Bocken, et al. [56] as a way to help
companies overcome unsustainable design fixation of their business models. The method focusses on
experimenting with the business model in order to achieve defined sustainability goals; by applying a
systems perspective, the method considers interdependencies and interactions with other organisations.
3.4.2. Organisational Structures Favouring Design Fixations
Holistic design with a lifecycle perspective involves collaboration between multiple internal or
external organisations, especially in large manufacturing companies, for example, departments for
product development, marketing, maintenance and remanufacturing. Companies are often required to
“think outside the box” in aiming at lifecycle-based offerings. Conceptual fixation, however, is often
observed at large organisations in industry because of missing information flows (e.g., design for
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remanufacturing [57]), or missing engineering and management procedures (e.g., integration of product
and service development [58]), or overreliance on information sharing of how design thinking works
without subsequent actions [55]. Note that conceptual fixation is found also in small companies such
as start-ups [59]: entrepreneurs are reported to search for a solution from resources already available,
also known as effectuation [60].
In particular, potential causes for knowledge fixations were shown between product design
and marketing in the context of product/service systems [40]: the insights from the two disciplines
differ even for common themes such as business orientation, collaboration, cost aspects, flexibility,
performance indicators, requirements and services.
In an industrial survey, a substantial portion of manufacturers with PSS offerings employed
products that were originally designed for conventional product sales [61]. Thus, these companies’ PSS
designs were fixated on product sales-based designs. A recent study on PSS design in industry [58]
reported the company’s need for incorporating service aspects into product design when moving
towards a solution provider (ibid., p. 2155). The separation between the product and service
departments was reported not on an individual but rather an organisational level, causing the
sub-optimisation of elements in the whole solution (ibid. p. 2158). The unequal size of the product and
service departments was pointed out as one factor in companies with a strong legacy of technologies,
and this may be interpreted as intentional resistance.
3.4.3. Organisational-Level Design Limitations
Design limitations on the organisational level were also reported. A study on barriers and enablers
of small and medium-sized enterprises in the circular economy [62] stated that small- and medium-sized
enterprises face multiple limitations stemming from their ecosystem when trying to design their
business models for a circular economy. Major limitations stem from, e.g., a lack of support of supply
and demand network, capital and government support. A manufacturer’s design of a service-based
washing machine offering is limited because the legal vehicle of leasing is highly regulated, i.e., the legal
restriction of the lease period and lease rate limit the design space of the offering [12].
3.5. Institutional Level
3.5.1. Institutions and Institutional Designers
We use the term institution to describe the coordination and structuration of activities [21].
Institutions are the “rules” of the game. For Geels [21], rules and institutions refer to the same
sociological concept. Similarly, we refer to institutions as the regulative dimension of rules; these are
explicit formal rules that delineate legal from illegal actions and constrain behaviour [21]. We define an
institutional-level design fixation as referring to blind adherence to known concepts when designing
or re-designing regulative rules. This connects to the field of policy design.
Policies set the framework into which products and services need to fit, and policies determine the
kinds of products and services that are legitimate. This makes policymaking an upstream part of the
product and service design process [63] (see Figure 2). Similar to product designers, policy designers
will face design fixations as well as limitations. Within this conceptual framework for design fixation,
we conceptualise the design fixations and limitations in the context of policy design.
Policymakers can be considered designers of STSs, which are not designed from scratch but rather
developed over a long period. This is natural, as STSs are typically partially designed and partially
evolved [64]. Through policies, the actions and inactions of STS actors such as companies or consumers
are shaped. For example, the sociotechnical transportation systems in countries like the Netherlands,
Denmark or Germany are much bicycle-friendlier than the USA or UK. Pucher and Buehler [65] explain
that, after realising the detrimental effects of increasing car traffic on health and the environment in cities,
policymakers have designed policies that make bicycling more favourable than car use. A plethora of
government policies has been implemented in these countries that explain the distinct shape of their
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of the policy design process. This means that products and services, infrastructure, business models,
problem for decades [70,71]. Policymaking and policy design are not synonymous, yet policy design
and policies are all potential design parameters. From this perspective comparing outcomes of
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partisan tactics, opportunism, and so on corrupt the design process [71].
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Politicians and administrators, actors who hold authority, make policies. These actors base their
decisions on the advice of trusted persons, experts or entire policy advice systems that consist of,
for example, universities, think tanks and NGOs [71]. Public sector innovation (PSI) labs have also
recently become a part of the policy advice system [72].
There is a notion that in order to tackle increasingly complex problems and decrease
inefficiencies from top-down policymaking, it should become more creative and forward thinking [72].
Design thinking might be a suitable way to do so; see emerging research in, e.g., Vaz and Prendeville [73].
This is in line with the increasing popularity of design thinking in non-traditional fields like services,
business models and policymaking [74]. Design thinking is being applied more and more in the public
sector; in several countries, PSI labs are used to apply design thinking in the public sector [75] and
develop public policies in a design thinking-oriented way.
PSI labs have been established around the world in countries like the UK, Australia, New Zealand
and Denmark as vehicles to implement design thinking in the public sector [72]. Currently, PSI labs
are implemented to find innovative and cheaper ways to offer government services [72]. Clarke and
Craft [76] analyse the commensurability of design thinking and public policy design and find that
whereas for some applications design thinking can help to produce solutions to wicked problems,
it is no panacea in cases where the political-normative aspect is crucial or where multiple citizen
interests have to be weighed against each other (e.g., the legalisation of marijuana). Compared to
“evidence-based” policymaking, design thinking through participation and user-centeredness seems
to be better at producing ethnographically informed insights and facilitation of collaboration, and in
improving citizens’ experiences of public services [77], but it is also less applicable for quantifying
causal relations, which is often required by rational approaches to policymaking [75].
The PSI labs’ design activities can be categorised into design for discrete problems, development
of design thinking capability for public servants, design for consultation, and design of policies [72].
It seems that, currently, these labs are to a larger degree used for designing communication and
improving consultation with stakeholders and less in the design of policies. It also appears that
PSI labs are not all about applying design methods in the policymaking process; for some PSI labs,
the main role is to introduce a design-oriented mindset into the public sector, i.e., user-centeredness,
co-creation, and exploration [73], and design experts are employed to train policymakers to design
thinking methods in order to improve innovation policies [78].
3.5.3. Institutional Design Fixations
Howlett (2014) shows that policy design has changed considerably in recent decades and that
certain trends in the selection of policy instruments have been registered. Until the 1980s, governments
followed more of a top-down approach. Since the era of Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher, marketand network-based policies have become increasingly popular, which is based on the belief into the
efficiency of markets [79]. The conventional centralised, top-down style of governance lost popularity
and was deemed inefficient. This trend has led to a situation where certain policy instruments are
considered outdated even though they may be more appropriate. This makes the research into
institutional design fixations more relevant. Howlett indeed underlines that policymakers should be
free in their instrument selection, or, in other words, overcome the design fixations posed by these
trends. Design thinking in policy design supports this notion. Rational policymaking is based on
technical expertise, participatory policymaking is based on democratic principles and design thinking
is based and creativity and innovation [72].
However, design thinking cannot be fully exploited in institutional design due to its inherent
characteristics. Clarke and Craft [76] outline specific shortcomings of the applicability of design
thinking in policy design. Design thinking is blind to the politics of policy design. Whereas design
thinking is useful to improve the user experience and citizens’ engagement, which is beneficial for
public services, it is not apt to handle the political challenge of weighing different interests. This is in
contrast to discrete policy problems around public service delivery or specific policy implementation
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activities, which lend themselves very well to design thinking. Clarke and Craft also mention that
design thinking is not scalable to larger systems; it cannot be scaled up to entire policy sectors
or governments, where, in some instances, quick decisions need to be made, or because activities
to ascertain user-centeredness and co-creation are too costly [76]. This implies that conventional
policymaking has its merits and cannot be replaced by a design thinking-based way of policymaking.
Another disadvantage mentioned is that design thinking considers policy designs as discrete artefacts.
In addition, policy design literature mentions that sometimes, the design process is tainted by
politics or party interests, which limits policymakers [71]. No policy instrument operates independently,
but rather functions as part of a mix of policies. Policy design is thought of as a rigorous process,
including data gathering, modelling, systematically weighing different options and finally selecting
and implementing policy instruments that are best suited to attain set policy goals [72]. In policy
design, the choice of policy instruments is a central consideration because the instruments are what
attains the defined policy goals “on the ground”. Typically, policy instruments and their effects are
influenced by other instruments. These policy mixes can be described by their consistency, coherence
and congruence [76]. The issue of optimally designing policies to minimise instrument conflicts and
maximise synergies is a key question in current policy design studies.
Clarke and Craft state that design thinking is particularly useful for policy problems that are
clearly defined and which have already passed the political agenda-setting at the implementation
stage, and where systems-thinking and networked approaches are sound for the given policy problem.
The institutional level is important for yet another reason. Institutions can be locked-in to certain
technologies for the same reasons as companies [67]. Cecere, Corrocher, Gossart and Ozman [67] lists
high fixed costs, learning effects, coordination effects and adaptive expectations. Foxon [80] points
out that the potential of new technologies can only be realised if institutions enable it. An additional
aspect is that institutions limit individuals in their options, including policymakers. If the institutional
context is such that social innovations are hampered, radical policy options which are necessary for a
sustainable future become unlikely [81].
3.5.4. Institutional Design Limitations
In every country, STSs have their own specific shape, for example, sociotechnical transport
systems [82], sociotechnical laundry systems [83] or sociotechnical heating systems [20]. There is a
limiting path dependence that every policymaker faces when trying to design a given policy.
We believe that apart from politics, the built environment, technology, and social norms contribute
to path dependences that a policy designer has to consider and that ultimately limits the design.
Borg and Högberg (2014) have shown that the built environment is essential for determining people’s
behaviour. In Sweden, people who have access to communal laundry facilities use them, even though
they could afford individual machines [84]. Lock-in effects are categorised into increasing return effects
and network externalities. Increasing return effects occur when there is a direct relation between
resources invested in a technology and the gains from that technology. Network externalities occur
when the usefulness of a technology increases with the number of its use cases. Increasing returns and
network externalities can explain why inferior technologies persist in markets, e.g., VHS instead of beta
max [85], or why there are human instead of automatised operators of air traffic control systems [9].
Each society has its own way of doing things. Social norms limit a policymaker’s decision space in the
sense that policy instruments have varying effectiveness, depending on the degree to which they cater
to the population’s social norms [86].
4. Case Study: Design Fixation in the Sociotechnical Laundry System
4.1. Method
The objective of this case study is to help the reader comprehend and envision multi-level
design fixations with a proof of concept. To do so, a concrete case of laundry is introduced and
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thereby impacts of design fixations on resource efficiency and environmental loads are quantified.
It will be shown that there are resource-saving opportunities because of multi-level design fixations
towards individualistic laundry care. First, we will outline the STS around laundry activities with
a literature-based identification of design fixations including the authors’ own. Then, we present a
simulation model that estimates the carbon emissions related to laundry.
The selected method is a based on System Dynamics [87]. The model stems from the authors’
peer-reviewed publication [88] on a similar topic and was developed based on existing topical literature
and interviews with industry experts. It adopts the data from public statistics sources (e.g., [89,90]) and
interviews with industry experts, and is used to estimate the impact of design fixations on resource use
and carbon emissions of the sociotechnical laundry system (STLS). System Dynamics is useful for this kind
of study because it allows integration of quantitative (e.g., carbon intensity of electricity) as well qualitative
aspects (e.g., user behaviour) which is necessary considering the diversity of components of STS.
The model contains stocks for households, as well as various types of washing machines used
by households. The model population represents the people in Sweden living in flats. Based on the
behavioural profiles of a given population, the model estimates the carbon emissions of the related
laundry practices. For the carbon emissions, a life cycle perspective is applied that includes production,
use phase, and end-of-life of the products.
The simulation model was validated as shown in the authors’ earlier publication [88]
4.2. Design Fixations and Limitations in the SLTS
Laundry care as a part of personal hygiene has been realised on the societal level through a variety
of STSs. In some countries, it is most common for people occupying a household to purchase a washing
machine and wash all their laundry with it. In other countries, flat tenants share communal laundry
facilities with their neighbours [84]. In densely populated areas, people use launderette washing
machines and dryers on a pay-per-use basis. In other areas, some people use a service for laundry care.
Finally, in a few countries, laundry care is still done by hand [91].
The social norm of how people do their laundry has a strong impact on the related resource
consumption. In most Western countries, every household tends to have its own washing machine [92];
many countries are fixated on the idea of individual household laundry facilities. Burk shows that the
shape of STSs is a compromise between the forces of societal needs, political power and technological
developments [24]. The history of the sharing of communal laundry facilities in Sweden shows that
rich Western countries can take a different path. In the 1950s, policies were designed that provided
large parts of society with new laundry technology in communal facilities [93]. Today still, tenants
are used to sharing washing machines with their neighbours and Swedish flat tenants exhibit a low
ownership rate of washing machines compared to other Europeans [92]. The Swedish STLSs grew
around these policies with companies developing long-lasting (i.e., durable), easy-to-maintain and high
load rate capacity washing machines [94], and new buildings had dedicated spaces for the facilities [84];
eventually, it became the norm for Swedes living in flats to share laundry facilities. Starting from the
housing policies in the 1950s, Swedish STLSs have arrived at today’s relatively widespread practice of
sharing of laundry facilities by not being fixated to individual ones with entailing resource savings.
In an STLS, many design parameters need to be compatible to make large-scale sharing behaviour
possible. For example, a certain willingness of the tenants is required to accept the personal hygiene
issues of sharing the machines, and building developers need to provide customised, long-lasting,
energy-efficient washing machines. Washing machine manufacturers, in turn, need to develop the
necessary business models, and policymakers may create a policy landscape to support this system [93].
However, today, with high living standards and changes in the individual perception of hygiene,
more and more building developers opt to place laundry facilities in each flat instead of shared facilities
in a central spot [84]. It has been observed before that both consumer preferences and political forces
play a role in shaping STSs [24].
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4.3. Design Limitations of the STLS
If a company offers an availability-based PSS such as “washing as a service”, it has an incentive to
design the machines to be long-lasting and cheap to maintain. The current legal vehicle to provide
washing machines as a service is leasing contracts. However, the maximum duration and the lease
payments may be regulated. The advantage of leasing washing machines is that people can have
access to long-lasting, energy-efficient washing machines without facing high up-front costs that such
premium machines usually entail. Regulations and standards (e.g., ISO) can be effective in making
designers aware of new solutions and facilitate more efficient designs. A market study showed how
quickly new energy labelling standards were adapted to by the washing machine market pushing
inefficient devices out of the market [95].
Current service-based offerings [96,97] face limitations as well. The services are based on
product platforms whose designs are not controlled by the provider. These offerings are limited to
market-available designs.
4.4. Scenarios Representing Sociotechnical Design Fixations
Four scenarios were drafted (see Table 1) to demonstrate the role of design fixation for resource
efficiency. We imagine that each scenario is an expression of a sociotechnical design fixation. The scenario
“business as usual” represents the current situation where 50% of households have their own washing
machine and 50% are sharing. Scenario A represents a sociotechnical design fixation that can be
seen in several EU countries, where the large majority of households have their own retail washing
machine. In scenario B, retail washing machines that are shared by multiple tenants cover their laundry
needs. An advantage of this scenario is that the washing machines are utilised to a much larger degree.
Scenario C advances scenario B with the aspect that the machines are not normal retail machines
but rather so-called “semi-professional” adapted machines, which are 50% heavier, long-lasting, easy
to maintain, and with a large load rate resulting in a very low energy demand per kg washed [98],
compared to a retail machine.
Table 1. Scenarios representing different design fixations and their simulation results.
Business as Usual

Scenario A

Scenario B

Scenario C

Explanation

Continuation of
current practice

Individualistic
with retail
machines

Collectivistic with
retail machines

Collectivistic with
semi-prof.
machines

Organisational level (relative
to Scenario A)

Not applicable

Not applicable

Fixated

Fixation overcome

Institutional level (relative to
Scenario A)

Not applicable

Not applicable

Fixation overcome

Fixation overcome

Accumulated CO2 eq
emissions in year 2049 (billion
kgCO2 eq)

2.66

4.52

3.92

1.54

Total number washing
machines of retail or semi-prof.
washing machines produced
until year 2049

2.6 mio retail + 0.12
mio semi-prof.

6.2 mio retail

4.1 mio retail

0.44 mio semi-prof.

4.5. Simulation Results
The simulation results in Table 1 show the carbon emissions and the numbers of washing machines
related to different STS shapes by the end of the simulation period in 2049. Scenario A causes the
most emissions, followed by scenario B, which is based on sharing but using washing machines
designed for individual household use. Scenario C is the most environmentally friendly with 66% less
emissions than scenario A. Comparing scenarios A and B, the effects of overcoming the fixation on
the institutional level can be estimated; 2.1 million retail washing machines are saved as a proxy for
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resource use. For covering the model population’s laundry needs, only 0.44 million washing machines
are necessary in scenario C compared with 4.1 million washing machines in scenario B.
Although these are high-level estimations, they represent the effects from design fixations that
account for substantial portions of the environmental loads. In the Swedish case, national building
requirements lead to the widespread installation of communal washing machines. We attribute the
difference of 0.6 billion kg CO2 eq between scenario A and scenario B to the overcoming of institutional
design fixations (e.g., inducing housing developers to construct communal laundry facilities). In addition,
companies developed long-lasting durable, easy-to-maintain and high load rate capacity washing
machines. Therefore, we attribute the difference of 2.38 billion kg CO2 eq between scenario B to
scenario C to the overcoming of organisational design fixations (e.g., design fixation towards offering
predominantly individual retail machines). In other words, 20% of the difference between scenario A and
C, can be attributed to overcoming institutional design fixation and 80% to overcoming organisational
design fixation in this specific case.
By reshaping the STLS towards sharing, a substantial amount of carbon emissions can be saved.
Sharing leads to less idling and a higher utilisation of resources. In scenarios A and B are only retail
machines, the emissions are much higher than in the business-as-usual machines (50% use semi-prof.
machines) or those in scenario C (100% semi-prof. machines). The semi-prof. washing machines are
heavier but longer lasting, easier to maintain, and allow for larger load rates. Scenario C is the idealistic
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5. Discussion
5.1. Contribution to Research on Design for Sustainability
In design for sustainability, Ceschin and Gaziulusoy [69] synthesised the historical evolution of
research focus from insular to systemic as well as from technology to people: the levels shifted from
product [99], PSS [100], and spatio-social [101] to STS [82], according to its maturity for the last three
decades. This article took a more nuanced view to addressing the STS by highlighting elements of
business model [56] and governmental policy. Despite the higher potential for innovation, more PSSs
remain to be implemented in our societies. This under-exploitation could be attributed to the lack of
sophisticated ways to mitigate the risks inherent from providing PSSs [102] and barriers to implement
PSSs [103]. This article sheds light on the inertia that seems to commonly exist in designing in our
societies by applying the concept of design fixation. Thus, it enhanced understanding for supporting
further implementation of PSSs and the improvement of STSs by clarifying what is (im)possible
on a given level and showing that, when possible, fixation is a major challenge from the designing
perspective. Figure 1 depicts the advancement in knowledge by enriching the representation of PSS
design made in Sakao and Shimomura [51]. Thereby, this article contributed to a better understand
of why implementing PSSs and improving STSs is challenging. By relating design fixation to the
sustainability context, the existing body of knowledge for design fixation, such as how to avoid design
fixation, can be applied to the sustainability challenge (see also Klotz, et al. [104] for designing built
environments).
Furthermore, the effects of design fixation and design limitation on the environmental loads were
estimated quantitatively with the case of washing clothes. Through scenario simulations, the effects of
design fixations on resource use and carbon emissions have been demonstrated. The results suggest
that many countries miss out on resource savings potentials because their STLSs are designed to
cater to individualistic laundry behaviour. These insights are expected to help managers in industry
and governments choose the right focus for the improvement of sustainability. Policymakers may
overcome these design fixations and implement policies that allow for communal laundry facilities
and the sharing of long-lasting semi-professional laundry machines, or that redefine socially-accepted
cleanliness such that people wash less.
We would like to touch on the relevance of an alternative STS concept that is used to describe
human-technology work systems. This STS concept was conceived by Trist and Bamforth [18] and is
aimed to improve performance by understanding and designing the human–technology interfaces in
organisations [105]. Even though established sociotechnical design principles [106,107] do not directly
apply to our level of analysis, we would like to refer to the most relevant ones. The principle of
compatibility [106] says that both the social and the technical dimension need to be compatible if an
organisation is to achieve its objectives. This holds true for the sustainability field as well. If societal
systems have differing objectives, they may be mutually exclusive. Minimal critical specification [106]
relates very closely to design fixation. The principle states that whereas objectives need to be clearly
specified, the means of how the objectives are achieved do not need to be specified. Too much specificity
of how a task should be conducted closes options as well as new avenues a designer might have not
considered. The incompletion principle of sociotechnical design [106] is recognisable in design for
sustainability efforts as well. Because STSs are so complex and consist of a multitude of sub-systems,
there is constant change and a need to adapt the design. For example, policymaking seems to be
lagging behind ongoing developments in society. A policy framework for sustainability is continuously
incomplete. Finally, on an update of the sociotechnical design principles, Clegg [107] states that
“sociotechnical thinking” might be applied to larger organisational networks and Clegg, et al. [108]
argue to extend the scope of STSs including culture, technology, infrastructure, people, goals and
process in the design methods of STSs as well as to use simulation modelling to improve STS design.
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5.2. Conceptualisation of Design Fixation on Higher Levels
Crilly and Cardoso [36] pointed out that research on design fixation is in its infancy, and even
a clear methodology on how to research this phenomenon is still missing. The authors presented a
long list of 16 research gaps in the design fixation literature (ibid., pp. 1920–). In the context of the
design of an STS for sustainability, what is highly relevant among those gaps are multidisciplinary
teams, domain knowledge and scale; hence, this article focused on these three gaps. This article
also conceptualised the design fixation on higher scales such as organisations and institutions, and
thereby provided a greater understanding in particular to design fixations in teams and organisations
as well as the scalability of the concept. This is expected to enhance the body of knowledge on design
fixation [15,47], which is to date largely based on experimental research of individual designers and
informs little on real-world design [109]. On the organisational level, this article showed that the
literature found that conceptual fixation occurred in large organisations [58] and that the knowledge
fixation was found as an important gap [40] (see Section 3.4). On the institutional level, clear evidence
of design fixations was not identified from the literature. However, policymaking has been identified
as a design domain as well [71], and to assume that policymaking also exhibits design fixations seems
only reasonable (see Section 3.5).
Design fixations, thus, may lead to conservative designs [36]. Conservative designs are related
to several phenomena on higher levels of design, such as resistance to change [110], sub-optimisation
and technological lock-in. To clarify the relations around these concepts, we introduced the design
limitation in relation to design fixation. Both limit the design space, but design fixations can be overcome,
whereas design limitations are constraints that need to be complied with during the design process.
The contribution of this new conceptualisation lies in the awareness building across different disciplines;
substantial insights of relevance were found available in design [15] and other disciplines [38,55] and
were related with each other. We expect that this article contributes to different research communities to
further develop inter- or trans-disciplinary knowledge that is needed to solve urgent societal problems
efficiently. Once it is recognised that a design parameter is an object to a design fixation, established
tools, for example, prototyping or experimentation [15,27], can be used to find better solutions.
We provide an estimation of the relative impact of organisational and institutional design fixations
(see Section 4.4). It needs to be stated that these are rough estimations and that it may be difficult to
pinpoint the single contributing factors. Readers are invited to make the analysis more accurate and
further develop the debate that was initiated by this article.
5.3. Limitations
The presented study has limitations in terms of the methods used and number of cases studied.
Whereas the quantification of the impact of design fixations on the environmental aspect (shown in
Section 4) was estimated for one case with one method, the identified design fixations and limitations
(shown in Section 3) are based on the analysis of relevant literature including the authors’ own.
6. Conclusions
Design fixation and the many phenomena similar to it seem to be inherent to the human way of
problem solving and designing. Designers should especially be aware of design fixation and learn
methods to avoid it. Knowingly or unknowingly, everybody who designs may run into design fixations.
The purpose of this paper is to combine the concept of design fixation with higher levels of
analysis, like the organisational and institutional contexts. On each level, there may be different
reasons exacerbating design fixations. In an organisational context, we observed a series of causes for
design fixation. The organisation’s structure may lead to design fixation because of an imbalance in the
power of the departments contributing to design, or second, because of an imbalance of deep domain
knowledge with respect to wide knowledge (i.e., holistic or lifecycle perspective). The third cause
for design fixation may be the hierarchical structure that hampers design thinkers from expressing
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their creativity. In the institutional context, policymakers do not just face individual design fixations.
Past policy decisions have shaped the STSs that policymakers are dealing with into certain forms.
To be specific, in some countries, the STLSs have been shaped by policies favouring communal
facilities, whereas in other countries, a tradition of individualistic solutions makes it much harder to
implement large-scale, resource-efficient solutions. Apart from path dependences stemming from the
infrastructure/built environment, behavioural norms, technological developments and policy trends,
policymakers also face policy legacies, that is, the existing policy framework; all these factors limit
policymakers in the first place, and design fixations are only on top of that.
The environmental impact of design fixation has been estimated by means of a simulation model.
In a series of scenarios, different design fixations were assumed and the related emissions estimated.
The model applied a lifecycle perspective. The emissions savings potential of a communal way of
fulfilling laundry needs has been shown to be substantial, up to 66% in this specific case.
This paper has created various interesting avenues for future research. As with every conceptualisation
work, this work can be followed by concept operationalisation and concept evaluation. We expect that a
potential next step on this road to operationalise design fixations on higher levels of analysis would need to
describe more cases and develop methods to identify and analyse high-level design fixations. The analysis
of interest will benefit from applying various theoretical lenses and granularities, and include also aspects
other than the environment; e.g., the economy. We invite readers to bring cases into this endeavour and,
in doing so, expect that stakeholders working on those levels, given their insider knowledge, play a major
role in the identification and description of design fixations.
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